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Greetings!
You are receiving this message as part of the Coeus list-serve.
As many of you are aware, ORIS and University Leadership have been reviewing options for replacing
Coeus for the last few years. We are pleased to announce that a decision for replacement has been
made, and ORIS is now working with the vendor, POLUS, to configure and install their product, FIBI.

We know that change to such a vital tool supporting the critical research activity of Hopkins can be
concerning. Rest assured that ORIS already is working to ease this transition in every way
possible, including working with multiple key stakeholder groups to ensure that FIBI addresses the
same functionality, reporting and administrative task completion available now through Coeus. We are
certain many will be pleasantly surprised at the degree to which working with FIBI is intuitive and
streamlined. Also, ORIS plans to provide tours in seminar format to introduce our community to the
new software, as well as develop a full range of training opportunities, both online and instructor-led,
allowing plenty of lead-time prior to implementation.
If you’re curious about the status of the project, or what activities are underway right now, please visit
our new website pages (Link Below). There, you will find all of the minutes and status reports between
ORIS and POLUS posted. Additional information will be added as the project develops, and as soon as
training material is available, we will post that at the site as well.

hJps://research.jhu.edu/oris/ﬁbi/

If you have questions, please send them to oris@jh.edu. Perhaps your question will be added to our
FIBI FAQs page! We look forward to moving toward and through this exciting time with our users,
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both experienced and new!
Best regards,

ORIS WEBSITE
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